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As the basic unit of state grid corporation, the county power supply enterprises 
have comprehensive business, complicated organization structure, intensive capital 
and larger investment scale, its function and status can not be ignored, to internal 
audit requirement is increasing day by day. On the one hand, the county power 
supply enterprise internal audit both for its own financial audit and engineering audit 
work, and as for the unit audit and external audit responsibility department, its role is 
increasingly prominent and obvious;on the other hand, the main content of internal 
audit is still the economic responsibility audit for leaders, supervision on great 
decisions, for bidding supervision and control, and so on. Internal audit main 
function is a little narrow, is not from supervision function to supervision function, 
evaluating function, consulting  function and verification function, at the same time 
it belongs to the post audit , and is not divorced  from the administrative color, can't 
really work from the perspective of service for enterprises．Waste phenomenon of 
auditing resources is existing. 
Therefore, this paper based on the theory of value-added internal audit, improve 
and innovate at the county power supply enterprise internal audit methods. The basic 
idea of research is: under the background of the increasingly management 
requirements and rapid development of economy business in county power supply 
enterprises，require internal audit play its own management control functions , 
improve the operational efficiency of county power supply enterprises, ensure safe 
operation of the enterprise economy, promote the enterprise value added . Based on 
county power supply enterprises as the research object, this paper analysis its current 
internal audit requirement in the external environment, social responsibility, industry 
risk,and so on,explores the necessity and feasibility of internal audit management 
system optimization in the current environment, Finally,from the external 
environment, business functions, organizational structure, operation mechanism four 













management system optimization scheme of county power supply enterprises to 
expand the new internal audit as the focus of the standardization, institutionalization, 
informatization . 
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